
That’s because your vacuum system
provides the very heartbeat of your entire
milking system. When it’s inefficient, you’re
inefficient.

In the last few years, the dairy industry
has compiled a great deal of new in-
formation on just how critical proper
vacuum and air movement are to milking
time, production, and herd health. They
found vacuum pumps have to be large
enough to have adequate vacuum reserve.
They found vacuum lines have to be much
larger than originally thought necessary.

Surge Alamo pumps are available in 5
different sizes. All come equipped with large
pif reservoirs and continuous lubrication
systems that separate used oil and exhaust
from fresh oil. This protects your pump and
helps it run cooler. Alamo pumps also feature
exclusive filtered air intake; exclusive two-
year motor warranties; and quieter, cleaner
operation. And those are only some of the
features that set Alamo apart.
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rJßeaim Surge also offers the Equalizer II
vacuum controller; a high efficiency unit
to make sure you get maximum vacuum
stability. So never make the mistake of
assuming your vacuum system is
working the way it should. Call your
Surge dealer and make sure.
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BRANDT'S FARM
SUPPLY INC.

601 E. High St.
Elizabethtown, Pa.
Ph: (717)367-1221

BRICKERVILLE
EQUIPMENT

Lester 8011, Prop.
Brickerville, Pa.

Ph: (717)626-6198

PARADISE
Farm & Home Center
RD 1, Thomasville, PA

Ph; (717)2251064

DONALD UPPERMAN
RD 3, Chambersburg, Pa

PEN W. HOSTETTER LONGACRE ELECTRICAL
SVC. INC.
Bally, Pa.

Ph; (215)845-2261

RD 2, Annviile, Pa.
Ph: (717)867-2896Ph: (717) 264-6007

Your milking system can
only be os efficient ns the
vacuum system behind it.

Uncaster Farming, Saturday, Stptember 27,

And they found that vacuum controls need
to be far more efficient and placed properly
if vacuum stability is to be maintained.

That’s why it’s so important to know exactly
what kind of vacuum performance you’re
getting at teat end. That also explains why
so many dairymen have installed depen-
dable, high capacity Alamo vacuum systems
from Surge.
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JIM’S SALES
& SERVICE

Oak Bottom Rd., Box 37
Quarryville, Pa.

Ph: (717) 786-1533

H. DANIEL WENGER
S BRO. INC.

RDI, Hamburg, Pa.
Phr (215) 488-1025
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